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1. Introduction. The main aim of this paper is to give solutions to Pavlova's

three problems and to given an extension of the cancellation law proved in [1].

Results of a more model-theoretic nature will be left to a future paper.

We shall use the notation and definitions of [1]. It turns out that the solution to

one of the problems involves sifting in the literature. Although the other two prob-

lems interest us more, we include a discussion of the first problem for completeness.

2. Pavlova's three problems. Pavlova [5] asks if there are uniformly hyper-

immune sets with r.e. complements. (The term rarefied is used in the translation.)

She also asks the same question for strongly hyperimmune sets. (The translation

uses the term weakly rarefied.) These questions are essentially answered in the

American literature although the motivation and notation is different. An r.e.

set is called dense if its complement is strongly hyperimmune. On the other hand,

no word for strongly hyperimmune appears in the literature. This is consistent with

the historical tradition where the terms simple, creative, and maximal were used

before the terms immune, productive, and cohesive.

(a) In [7] it is shown that comaximal sets are strongly hyperimmune. In [3] this

is generalized to cohyperhypersimple sets. Finally an adaptation of a proof in [8]

gives an r.e. set with uniformily hyperimmune complement. It is enough to vary

scheme 1 on p. 466 as follows: change the subscript e in F" to U"-x and the sub-

script en in Fen„ to t/en„_r

(b) As an answer to the next problem we shall show that the lattice of densities

A is not implicative. In general a lattice L is said to be implicative if for alL^, BeL

there is a maximal D such that A n DSB. For Boolean algebras it is easily verified

that B u A' serves for the D. Implicative lattices are useful for studying the

intuitionistic calculus algebraically.

We shall construct a pair of densities A and B such that

VF>[/1 nD S B^ (3F)(F > D and A n F S B)].

This will show that there exist pairs A, Be A such that there is not even a maximal

D such that A n DSB.

Consider an enumeration of the set of all pairs {(A¡, A,)} of strictly increasing

recursive functions. For convenience the pairs are indexed by positive integers.
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Define a and 8 inductively as follows: a(0) = 8(0) = 0, a(l) = 8(l)= 1. If« enumerates

(«j, hj) then

a(2«) = «([a(2n-l)+l],

8(2«) = «y[a(2«)]+l,

a(2«+l) = 8(2«+1) = 8(2«)+1.

Now suppose y satisfies â n y-iß, i.e., for some strictly increasing recursive «,

«{max [a(ri), y(«)]}S8(«) for all «. h = h¡ for some/ Let z'be arbitrary and choose «

corresponding to («,, h¡). Then «;«(2«) < 8(2«) by construction. Hence «,y(2«)2:

8(2«). Thus y(2«) > a(2«).

Now let y'(2«) = a(2«— 1)+ 1 if « corresponds to a pair of the form («{, «) and

y'(«) = min [y(«), 8(«)] otherwise. It is easily seen that y is strictly increasing and

that y'(«)^y(«) for all «. For « corresponding to («¡, «),

y(2«) > <x(2«) = hi[a(2n-l)+l] = hiy'(2ri).

Since i is arbitrary it follows that y < y. It remains to show that â ny' -¿ß. It is

enough to check that «{max [«(«), y'(n)]} +1 =8(«) for all n. This is clear for those

« such that y'(«) = min [y(«)8(«)]. If « corresponds to («¡, «) then

«{max [a(2n),y'(2«)]}+l ^ «,a(2n)+l = 8(2n).

This completes the proof.

This result is expected to play a role in a deeper study of A. For example, note

that we have an example of a Horn sentence valid in all boolean algebras but not

in A.

(c) The final question is whether there exists a hyperimmune set which is neither

strongly hyperimmune nor equivalent to a cohyperimmune set. This was inde-

pendently asked by Rice in an unpublished note. This question is basic to the study

of subclasses of A.

Let A, be the class of all densities which do not contain any cohyperimmune

sets. It is clear from Theorem 5 in [1] that As cA,. As an answer to the question we

shall show that At—As is nonempty.

We first prove a lemma.

Lemma. IfyeA+B, then (3a e A)(3ß e B)(a n ß= 0 and a u ß=y).

Proof. Choose a e A and 8' e B such that a n 8'= 0. Then y~«' u 8'. Con-

sider the one-one correspondence y(«) «-> (a' U 8')(«) where, as usual, 8(h) enumer-

ates 8 in order of size for any set 8. Now

(3 recursive «)(V«){y(«) ̂  «[(a' u 8')(«)] and (a' u 8')(«) â hy(n)}.

Restrict the correspondence to a and 8' respectively. This partitions y into two

sets a and 8 satisfying the properties required in the lemma. Note, in fact, that the

same « works.
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We apply this lemma to obtain an algebraic characterization of A,.

Corollary. AeAt<-^>(VB)(B¿oo-±A+B=£oo).

Proof. If A $A% choose ae A with hyperimmune complement ß. If B=ß then

5^co but

A+B = a U ß = oo.

Conversely, suppose that (3j5^co)04+.6=oo). Then apply the lemma to y = e.

We obtain ae A such that a' = ß is hyperimmune.

It is clear from the corollary that A, is an ideal. We now construct a density in

A,-As.

Let A( be an enumeration of the strictly increasing recursive functions and let

gi = maxjSiA;. For convenience let A0(«) = 2«. Choose a(0)=go(0) + l. We define

a sequence «0, nx,... and a inductively as follows. Let n0 = 0. If «¡ is defined and

a(ni)=gt(n/) + l. Let ni+i = ot(nt) — «¡+1. Define a(x) as follows:

if   w, < x < ni+x,       a(x) = a(«i) + x—«¡,

if   x = «i+1, <x(x) = gi+i(«i+i) + l.

Note that the choice of A0 guarantees that a(«¡) ̂  2n¡ and hence that «¡ 4-1 < «i+x.

Thus the construction makes sense. Furthermore

a(«i + 1-l) = a[a(«j)-«i] = ot[ni-|-a(n1)-2«i] = a(n/) + [a(n¡) - 2«(]

= 2Kzzj)-«¡] = 2(«i + 1-l).

To summarize heuristically, a goes up slowly to let the function /(«) = 2« catch

up and then a takes a gigantic leap.

It is immediate that â $ As since a{ri) = 2n infinitely often. To show that ä e Az

we must make A'x more tractable.

A cohyperimmune set ß has the following property :

(V recursive A)(V«0)(3« ̂  n0)[{ß[h{n)-n]} S h(n)].

This follows from the usual characterization of hyperimmune sets by taking

complements. For such an « we have the following: nSxSh(ri) — n^ß(x)S2x.

This is so because ß(x) — x is monotonie increasing. Hence ß(x) — xSß[h(ri) — n]

— [h(ri) — n]Sh(ri) — [h(ri) — n] = nSx. Thus (8(x)^2x. Roughly speaking we have

shown that there are "long" runs for which /3(;t)¿2x.

If ß'~ß then (3 recursiveg)(iri)[ß'(n)Sgß(ri)]. Then ß'(x)Sg(2x) for «^x

Sh(ri)—n. Since A is arbitrary we may choose A(x)=g(2x)4-x. Then ß'(x)Sg(2x)

for nSxSg(2ri). We have shown that

(3 recursive A)(Vn0)(3« ̂ «0)(Vx)[« Sr^ h(ri)^ß'(x) S A(x)].

We must prove that a does not have this property. This is done by contradiction.

Now for z sufficiently high gt ̂  h. Choose « ̂  «¡ such that « S x S h(ri) -*■ a(x)
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g/z(x). No x in the interval can be of the form «; since a(nJ)>gj(n,)'^ «(«,). Hence

a(x) = a(«) + x —«. If x = <*(«) —«, then a(x) = a(«) + a(n) — « — « = 2[a(«) — «] = 2x.

(Of course «¿a(«)—«^ «(«).) Therefore by construction of a, a(«) — « + l is of the

form n¡. This contradicts an earlier statement since «(«) — «+1 :£«(«).

We hope to study A,—As in more detail at a future time. In some vague sense

the densities in At —As are analogous to the mesoic sets, i.e., they are the "medium

size" densities.

3. The cancellation law for A,.   The main result in this section is:

CiAeAT)(\/B)CMC)(A+B <. A + C^B ^ C).

It is clear that the cancellation law cannot be extended any further since if A xi Az

there exists a By^ao such that A + B=co. Furthermore in view of the result that

A, properly contains As, this is definitely an extension of the result in [1].

Theorem. Ci A e Ax)(\¡B)CiC)(A+B-íA + C-+BSC).

Proof. Let ae A eAt and let « be an arbitrary strictly increasing recursive

function. We now define a set 8 as follows:

8 = {«'(0) : -i(3x)[x e a and hl-\0) < x ^ hl(0)]}

(«' is the z'th iterate of«). For convenience we use the convention that «°(«)=«

and «_1(«)= +1, so that when z'=0 the above interval is simply {0}. Now a u 8

has at least one element in each interval H ~ ̂ (0) < x ^ zV(0). Hence (a u 8)(«) S hn(0).

Thus a u 8 is not hyperimmune. Since a e A„ 8 is not hyperimmune. Therefore

(3 strictly increasing recursive g)(V«)[8(«)i=g(«)].

Let « be arbitrary. Then (3z^«)[«'-1(0)<«^«i(0)]. Now for all « ß(n)^g(n)

-¿hgM(0) since « is strictly increasing. Hence 8(«+l)^«9(?l + 1)(0). Thus 8 has at

least « + 2 elements not greater than «9<n + 1)(0). Since i~¿n, at least one of these

elements is greater than zV(0). Thus (3/){[z'</:£g(«+1)]} and h'(0) e 8. By construc-

tion of ß, it follows that a has no elements x satisfying h'~1(0)<xfih'(0). Thus

we finally obtained a condition that does not involve 8, namely the following:

(V«)(3g)(V«)(37)[«â«/_1(0), j-¿g(n + l), and a has no elements x satisfying

h1~1(0)<x^hi(0)]. Roughly speaking we obtained the existence of "large gaps"

in a.

Now suppose A + B ̂  A + C. Let a e A, 8 e B, ye Csuch that a C\ ß = aC\y= 0.

Then axj ßeA + B and aU y eA + C.

Then (3«)(Vx){«[a u y, h(x)]^n(a u 8, x)}. Choose g as above corresponding to

h. Let « be arbitrary and then choosey as above. Then

n[a xj y, h>(0)] ̂  n[a u 8, À'-^O)].

Now finally the above condition is just what is needed to get rid of a to obtain

n[y, «;'(0)]^«[8, ft'-x(0)]. Hence a fortiori n[y, «9(n+1)(0)]^«[8, «]• Since n9Cn+1>(0)

is a recursive function of « this shows that B ¿ C.
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Corollary. QIA eAz)(A + B=A + C ̂  B+C).

This result diminishes the importance of As and shifts the emphasis to A,.

4. Final remarks. The density theorem (Theorem 3) in [1] can be strengthened

by, ironically enough, using an easier construction. We let /z¡ be an enumeration of

the strictly increasing recursive functions and gi = ma\]éihj. The set of g's then

have the property that unboundedness by any infinite subset already implies

recursive unboundedness. We now run through the g's only once.

We now vary the construction of yc as follows : Whenever cm appears change

cm to c¡. Again (Vz')(Cj ä d¡ -> yc ̂  yd). However, the map c->yc is no longer

one-one. But in view of the above property of the g's, yc=y,j<-> c¡ = í/¡ for all but

finitely many z. It is easily seen that we get a sublattice isomorphic to the Boolean

algebra of subsets of a countable set modulo finite sets. This appears to be weaker

than what was obtained in [1]. However, according to [2] this Boolean algebra

is homogeneous universal. Hence, assuming the continuum hypothesis every Bool-

ean algebra of cardinality S c is embeddable into the class of densities H satisfying

A<H<B. It follows that any distributive lattice of cardinality f£c can be so

embedded. Incidentally, by a standard trick, the Boolean algebra of subsets of a

countable set can be explicitly embedded in this algebra. Thus Theorem 3 in [1]

follows even without using the continuum hypothesis.

Finally, Peter Aczel recently developed a theory analogous to that of recursive

combinatorial functions and obtained results analogous to those of Nerode's for

isols. The theory for densities turns out to be simpler. After further study, these

results will be discussed in future papers.

Added in Proof. It was recently noticed that all comaximal sets are uniformly

hyperimmune. Thus the adaptation of the proof in [8] is superfluous.
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